
(24 & 29)th August 2016 – Fancy Dress Competition 

 Scholastic and co

in school programme for the all round development of the child. 

Keeping in this in view a fancy dress competition for classes Buds 

and Blooms was held in school premises

2016. Theme for this competition was Incredible India. 

 

The purpose of conducting the competition was not only to blend 

learning with fun but also to develop confidence in the students by 

giving them an opportunity to get on the stage and speak in front of 

an audience. It was the most awaited event, as it is always a 

pleasure to watch the toddlers dressed up as d

and stuttering away in their speech. The 

displaying their vibrant constumes. It was indeed a mesmerizing 

event which would be etched in our memory for a long time.
 

AKSHITA SINGH

RISHABH GUPTA

RAMANPREET KAUR

AASHNA GOSAIN

ALISHA ABHISHEK KADAM

MISHKA KAPUR

KANAV JHA

PARTH YADAV

SHAURYA MALIK

SAMRAT CHOUDHARY

SAANVI TIWARI

VASHNAVI KUMAR

DEEKSHANT RANGA

MEHAR SUDAN

ANSHIKA

PRATHAM

HUNAR

SAMANVI

AKSHAS

PRIYANK

LAVANYA KAUL

ARUSHI KUMAR

KUNSH

AADYA

MARCELLINA BARMAN

 

 
 

Fancy Dress Competition  

Scholastic and co-scholastic activities have been equal importance 

in school programme for the all round development of the child. 

Keeping in this in view a fancy dress competition for classes Buds 

Blooms was held in school premises on (24th & 29th

2016. Theme for this competition was Incredible India.  

The purpose of conducting the competition was not only to blend 

learning with fun but also to develop confidence in the students by 

hem an opportunity to get on the stage and speak in front of 

an audience. It was the most awaited event, as it is always a 

pleasure to watch the toddlers dressed up as different characters 

and stuttering away in their speech. The students came forward 

laying their vibrant constumes. It was indeed a mesmerizing 

event which would be etched in our memory for a long time.

NAME CLASS POSITION

AKSHITA SINGH BUDS-A FIRST

RISHABH GUPTA BUDS-A SECOND

RAMANPREET KAUR BUDS-A THIRD

AASHNA GOSAIN BUDS-A THIRD

ALISHA ABHISHEK KADAM BUDS-B FIRST

MISHKA KAPUR BUDS-B SECOND

KANAV JHA BUDS-B THIRD

PARTH YADAV BUDS-C FIRST

SHAURYA MALIK BUDS-C SECOND

SAMRAT CHOUDHARY BUDS-C THIRD

SAANVI TIWARI BUDS-D FIRST

VASHNAVI KUMAR BUDS-D SECOND

DEEKSHANT RANGA BUDS-D SECOND

MEHAR SUDAN BUDS-D THIRD

ANSHIKA BUDS-D THIRD

PRATHAM BLOOMS-D FIRST

HUNAR BLOOMS-E FIRST

SAMANVI BLOOMS-D FIRST

AKSHAS BLOOMS-E FIRST

PRIYANK BLOOMS-E SECOND

LAVANYA KAUL BLOOMS-C SECOND

ARUSHI KUMAR BLOOMS-A SECOND

KUNSH BLOOMS-C THIRD

AADYA BLOOMS-E THIRD

MARCELLINA BARMAN BLOOMS-A THIRD
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